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ON SOME FREE ALGEBRAS OF ORTHOGONAL MODULAR FORMS II
HAOWU WANG
Abstract. In the previous work [Wan20] we found a necessary and sufficient condition for the
graded algebra of modular forms on a symmetric domain of type IV to be free. Using the sufficient
condition, in this paper we construct 16 free algebras of such modular forms for reflection groups
related to the eight lattices A1(2), A1(3), A1(4), 2A1(2), A2(2), A2(3), A3(2), D4(2).
1. Introduction
It is a classical problem to determine the algebra of automorphic forms on a symmetric domain.
We are interested in the case of orthogonal modular forms, i.e. automorphic forms on symmetric
domains of type IV for orthogonal groups of signature (2, n).
Let M be an even lattice of signature (2, n) with n ≥ 3. We consider the affine cone defined as
(we choose one of the two complex conjugate connected components)
A(M) = {Z ∈M ⊗ C : (Z,Z) = 0, (Z, Z¯) > 0}+,
whose projectivization D(M) is identified with the Hermitian symmetric domain of type IV, namely
O+2,n /(SO2×On). We denote by O
+(M) the subgroup of O(M) preserving the connected compo-
nent D(M). Let Γ be a finite index subgroup of O+(M).
Definition 1.1. Let k be a non-negative integer. A modular form of weight k and character
χ : Γ→ C∗ for Γ is a holomorphic function F : A(M)→ C satisfying
F (tZ) = t−kF (Z), ∀t ∈ C∗,
F (gZ) = χ(g)F (Z), ∀g ∈ Γ.
By [BB66], the graded algebra
M∗(Γ) =
⊕
k∈N
Mk(Γ)
of modular forms for Γ with the trivial character is finitely generated over C. Moreover, M∗(Γ)
is freely generated if and only if the Satake-Baily-Borel compactification of the modular variety
D(M)/Γ, i.e. Proj(M∗(Γ) is a weighted projective space. It is also known that if M∗(Γ) is free
then Γ is generated by reflections. The first example of such free algebras was determined by Igusa
[Igu62], which is related to the orthogonal group of signature (2, 3). By means of the theory of Weyl
invariant Jacobi forms [Wir92], the author proved the freeness of 25 graded algebras of orthogonal
modular forms in a universal method joint with B. Williams [WW20]. In [Wan20] we established
a necessary and sufficient condition for M∗(Γ) to be free, which is based on the existence of a
particular modular form which vanishes exactly on the mirrors of reflections in Γ and equals the
Jacobian determinant of n+ 1 generators. In this paper we apply the sufficient condition to some
special lattices and construct 14 new free algebras of orthogonal modular forms.
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Theorem 1.2. Let M = 2U ⊕L(−1), where U is a hyperbolic plane and L = A1(2), A1(3), A1(4),
2A1(2), A2(2), A2(3), A3(2), or D4(2). For each M , there are two finite index subgroups Γ of
O+(M) generated by reflections such that M∗(Γ) is freely generated over C. The generators can be
constructed as additive lifts of certain holomorphic Jacobi forms.
The proof is based on some explicit constructions of modular forms. We first construct some
reflective modular forms whose divisor is the sum of some mirrors of reflections. The divisors of
these modular forms will determine the arithmetic group Γ. We then construct basic modular forms
as additive lifts with characters (see [CG13]) of some algebraically independent Jacobi forms. This
guarantees the non-vanishing of their Jacobian. It is enough to conclude the theorem from these
constructions and the sufficient condition mentioned above.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce some necessary materials, including Jacobi
forms of lattice index, additive lifts, Borcherds products, and the sufficient condition. In §3 we
construct special modular forms and prove the main theorem case by case.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Jacobi forms of lattice index. Let M be an even lattice of signature (2, n). We denote
its dual lattice by M∨ and its discriminant group by D(M) = M∨/M . The discriminant kernel
O˜
+
(M) is defined as the kernel of the natural homomorphism O+(M) → O(D(M)). For v ∈ M ,
we denote the positive generator of the ideal (v,M) = {(v, x) : x ∈M} by div(v). For any integer
a, we denote by M(a) the lattice obtained by rescaling the bilinear form of M with a.
We assume that M = 2U ⊕ L(−1), where L is an even positive definite lattice. Jacobi forms of
lattice index L appear naturally in the Fourier-Jacobi expansions of orthogonal modular forms for
O˜
+
(M) at the standard 1-dimensional cusp determined by 2U on the tube domain
H(L) = {Z = (τ, z, ω) ∈ H× (L⊗ C)×H : (ImZ, ImZ) > 0},
where (ImZ, ImZ) = 2 Im τ Imω − (Im z, Im z)L.
Following [CG13], we define Jacobi forms of rational index with character associated to L. As
explained in [CG13, Proposition 2.3], we only need to distinguish the Jacobi forms of integral
index and half-integral index associated to an even lattice. Let υη be the multiplier system of the
Dedekind η-function. The integral Heisenberg group of L is defined as
H(L) = {[x, y : r] : x, y ∈ L, r + (x, y)/2 ∈ Z} .
The minimal integral Heisenberg group of L is defined as
Hs(L) = 〈[x, 0 : 0], [0, y : 0]| x, y ∈ L〉.
We remark that Jacobi forms can be regarded as (orthogonal) modular forms for the integral Jacobi
group ΓJ(L) which is isomorphic to the semi-direct product of SL2(Z) with H(L). We define a
character of H(L)
(2.1) ν([x, y : r]) = eπi((x,x)/2+(y,y)/2−(x,y)/2+r) .
By [CG13, §2], any character (or multiplier system) of finite order of ΓJ(L) is determined by υη
and ν. We define Jacobi forms as follows.
Definition 2.1. For k ∈ 12Z, t ∈
1
2N and χ = υ
D
η ×ν
2t, whereD is a positive integer. A holomorphic
function ϕ : H × (L ⊗ C) → C is called a weakly holomorphic Jacobi form of weight k and index t
with character χ associated to L, if it satisfies the following transformation laws
ϕ
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
z
cτ + d
)
= χ(A)(cτ + d)k exp
(
iπt
c(z, z)
cτ + d
)
ϕ(τ, z),
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z),
ϕ(τ, z + xτ + y) = χ([x, y : (x, y)/2]) exp
(
−iπt((x, x)τ + 2(x, z))
)
ϕ(τ, z), x, y ∈ L,
2
and if its Fourier expansion takes the form
ϕ(τ, z) =
∑
n≥n1,n≡
D
24
modZ
ℓ∈ 1
2
L∨
f(n, ℓ)qnζℓ,
where n1 ∈ Z, q = e
2πiτ and ζℓ = e2πi(ℓ,z). If f(n, ℓ) = 0 whenever n < 0, then ϕ is called a weak
Jacobi form. If f(n, ℓ) = 0 whenever 2nt − (ℓ, ℓ) < 0 (resp. ≤ 0), then ϕ is called a holomorphic
(resp. cusp) Jacobi form.
We denote by J !k,L,t(χ) (resp. J
w
k,L,t(χ), Jk,L,t(χ), J
cusp
k,L,t(χ)) the vector space of weakly holo-
morphic Jacobi forms (resp. weak, holomorphic, cusp Jacobi forms) of weight k and index t with
character χ for L. The classical Jacobi forms defined by Eichler-Zagier [EZ85] Jk,N are identical to
the Jacobi forms Jk,A1,N for the lattice A1 = 〈Z, 2x
2〉. The most important Jacobi form is defined
by the Jacobi triple product
ϑ(τ, z) = q
1
8 (ζ
1
2 − ζ−
1
2 )
∏
n≥1
(1− qnζ)(1− qnζ−1)(1− qn),
where q = e2πiτ and ζ = e2πiz, z ∈ C. Under the above definition, ϑ ∈ J 1
2
,A1,
1
2
(υ3η×ν) (see [GN98]).
2.2. Additive lifts with characters. In this section we recall the additive lifts with characters
introduced in [CG13]. We start with the raising index Hecke operators.
Proposition 2.2 (see Proposition 3.1 in [CG13]). Let ϕ ∈ Jwk,L,t(υ
D
η × ν
2t) be a weak Jacobi form
of weight k and index t for L. We assume that k is integral and D is an even divisor of 24. If
Q = 24D is odd, we further assume that t is integral. Then for any natural m coprime to Q, we have
ϕ|k,tT
(Q)
− (m)(τ, z) = m
−1
∑
ad=m,a>0
0≤b<d
akυDη (σa)ϕ
(
aτ + bQ
d
, az
)
∈ Jwk,L,mt(υ
Dx
η × ν
2t),
where x, y ∈ Z such that mx+Qy = 1, and
σa =
(
dx+Qdxy −Qy
Qy a
)
∈ SL2(Z).
Moreover, if we assume that f(n, ℓ) are the Fourier coefficients of ϕ, then the Fourier coefficients
of ϕ|k,tT
(Q)
− (m) have the following form
fm(n, ℓ) =
∑
a|(n,ℓ,m)
ak−1vDη (σa)f
(
nm
a2
,
ℓ
a
)
,
where a | (n, ℓ,m) means that a | nQ, a−1ℓ ∈ 12L
∨ and a | m.
The additive lifts is defined in terms of the above Hecke operators.
Theorem 2.3 (see Theorem 3.2 in [CG13]). Let ϕ ∈ Jk,L,t(v
D
η ×ν
2t), k be integral, t be half-integral
and D be an even divisor of 24. If the conductor Q = 24/D is odd, we further assume that t is
integral. Let Gk be the normalized SL2(Z) Eisenstein series of weight k. Then the function
Grit(ϕ)(Z) = f(0, 0)Gk(τ) +
∑
m≡1modQ
m>0
ϕ|k,tT
(Q)
− (m)(τ, z)e
2πim
Q
ω
is a modular form of weight k with respect to the discriminant kernel O˜
+
(2U ⊕L(−Qt)) of the even
lattice L(Qt) with a character χ of order Q induced by vDη , the restriction of ν
2t on Hs(L), and the
relations χ([0, 0 : r]) = e2πi
r
Q , χ(V ) = 1, where V : (τ, z, ω) 7→ (ω, z, τ).
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2.3. Borcherds products. For any negative norm vector r ∈M∨, the hyperplane
(2.2) Dr(M) = r
⊥ ∩ D(M) = {[Z] ∈ D(M) : (Z, r) = 0}
is called the rational quadratic divisor associated to r. The reflection fixing Dr(M) is defined as
(2.3) σr(x) = x−
2(r, x)
(r, r)
r, x ∈M.
The hyperplane Dr(M) is called the mirror of σr. A primitive vector r ∈ M of negative norm
is called reflective if σr ∈ O
+(M), in which case we call Dr(M) a reflective divisor. A primitive
vector l ∈ M with (l, l) = −2d is reflective if and only if div(l) = 2d or d. A modular form F for
Γ < O+(M) is called reflective if its zero divisor is a sum of some reflective divisors. Reflective
modular forms are very exceptional and have applications in generalized Kac–Moody algebras,
algebraic geometry, and reflection groups (see e.g. a survey [Gri18]). The celebrated Borcherds
product [Bor98] provides a powerful method for the construction of reflective modular forms. In
this paper, we use the variant of Borcherds product attributed to Gritsenko-Nikulin in the context
of Jacobi forms.
Theorem 2.4 (see Theorem 4.2 in [Gri18])). We fix an ordering ℓ > 0 in L∨ in a way similar to
positive root systems (see the bottom of page 825 in [Gri18]). Let
ϕ(τ, z) =
∑
n∈Z
∑
ℓ∈L∨
f(n, ℓ)qnζℓ ∈ J !0,L,1.
Assume that f(n, ℓ) ∈ Z for all 2n− (ℓ, ℓ) ≤ 0. We set
A =
1
24
∑
ℓ∈L∨
f(0, ℓ), ~B =
1
2
∑
ℓ>0
f(0, ℓ)ℓ, C =
1
2 rank(L)
∑
ℓ∈L∨
f(0, ℓ)(ℓ, ℓ).
Then the product
Borch(ϕ)(Z) = qAζ
~BξC
∏
n,m∈Z,ℓ∈L∨
(n,ℓ,m)>0
(1− qnζℓξm)f(nm,ℓ)
defines a meromorphic modular form of weight f(0, 0)/2 for O˜
+
(2U ⊕ L(−1)) with a character
χ, where Z = (τ, z, ω) ∈ H(L), q = exp(2πiτ), ζℓ = exp(2πi(ℓ, z)), ξ = exp(2πiω), the notation
(n, ℓ,m) > 0 means that either m > 0, or m = 0 and n > 0, or m = n = 0 and ℓ < 0. The
character χ is induced by
χ|SL2(Z)= v
24A
η , χ|H(L)([λ, µ; r]) = e
πiC((λ,λ)+(µ,µ)−(λ,µ)+2r) , χ(V ) = (−1)D,
where V : (τ, z, ω) → (ω, z, τ) and D =
∑
n<0 σ0(−n)f(n, 0). The poles and zeros of Borch(ϕ) lie
on the rational quadratic divisors Dv(2U ⊕ L(−1)), where v ∈ 2U ⊕ L
∨(−1) is a primitive vector
of negative norm. The multiplicity of this divisor is given by
multDv(2U ⊕ L(−1)) =
∑
d∈Z,d>0
f(d2n, dℓ),
where n ∈ Z, ℓ ∈ L∨ such that (v, v) = 2n− (ℓ, ℓ) and v ≡ ℓ mod 2U ⊕L(−1). Moreover, we have
Borch(ϕ) = ψL,C(τ, z)ξ
C exp (−Grit(ϕ)) ,
where the leading Fourier-Jacobi coefficient is a generalized theta block of the form
ψL,C(τ, z) = η(τ)
f(0,0)
∏
ℓ>0
(
ϑ(τ, (ℓ, z))
η(τ)
)f(0,ℓ)
.
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2.4. The sufficient condition to be free algebra. We state the sufficient condition for the
graded algebra of modular forms to be free proved in [Wan20].
Theorem 2.5 (see Theorem 5.1 in [Wan20]). Let Γ < O+2,n be an arithmetic group. If there exists
a modular form F (with a character) on Γ which vanishes exactly on all mirrors of reflections in
Γ with multiplicity one and equals the Jacobian determinant of n + 1 certain modular forms on Γ
(with the trivial character), then the graded algebra M∗(Γ) is freely generated by the n+1 modular
forms. Moreover, the group Γ is generated by all reflections whose mirrors are contained in the
divisor of the modular form F .
In the above theorem, the Jacobian determinant of modular forms means the Rankin-Cohen-
Ibukiyama differential operators introduced in [AI05]. A precise definition and some basic properties
can be found in [Wan20, Theorem 2.5]. We mention that the Jacobian is not identically zero if
and only if these forms are algebraically independent over C. In addition, the Jacobian has the
determinant character on Γ and thus vanishes on all mirrors of reflections in Γ. Hence it is rather
easy to verify if a reflective Borcherds product equals a Jacobian of some modular forms. For
example, if F is a Borcherds product vanishing exactly on all mirrors of reflections in Γ with
multiplicity one and the same weight modular form J is a Jacobian of n+ 1 modular forms on Γ,
then they are equal up to a constant because the quotient J/F defines a modular form of weight 0.
3. Free algebras of modular forms
Let L = A1(2), A1(3), A1(4), 2A1(2), A2(2), A2(3), A3(2), or D4(2). In this section, for each
M = 2U⊕L(−1) we find two reflection subgroups Γ of O+(M) such thatM∗(Γ) is freely generated.
This gives a proof of Theorem 1.2.
We first introduce some basic results which will be used later. It is easy to check that the above
seven lattices L satisfy the following Norm2 condition: (see [GN18, §4])
(3.1) Norm2 : ∀ c¯ ∈ L
∨/L ∃hc ∈ c¯ such that (hc, hc) ≤ 2.
For every above L, we have the following simple facts:
(1) The natural homomorphism O(L) → O(L∨/L) is surjective. Thus if the input is invariant
up to a character under the action of O(L) then the additive lift is a modular form for
O+(M).
(2) ([GW20, Lemma 3.5]) Let φ ∈ Jw0,L,1 with integral Fourier coefficients. The divisors of
Borch(φ) are determined entirely by the q0-term of φ, i.e., any divisor of Borch(φ) is of the
form D(0,0,ℓ,1,0) up to the O˜
+
(M)-action.
(3) ([GN18, Theorem 4.4]) The pull-back of the Borcherds form Φ12 for II2,26 gives a modular
form Φ12,L of weight 12 and a character of order 2 for O
+(M) with complete 2-divisor, i.e.
Φ12,L vanishes exactly with multiplicity one on Dr for all r ∈M with (r, r) = −2.
[GN18, Theorem 4.4] only asserts that Φ12,L is a modular form for O˜
+
(M) with the
character det. But Φ12,L is a Borcherds product of a vector-valued nearly holomorphic
modular form f for the Weil representation of SL2(Z) attached to D(L). We replace f with
the O(D(L))-invariant modular form 1|O(D(L))|
∑
γ∈O(D(L)) f |γ as the input of Borcherds
product. Then we get a modular form of weight 12 with the same divisor for O+(M). Thus
the two modular forms are the same and we prove the above claim.
(4) There are Jacobi Eisenstein series of weights 4 and 6 for L, i.e. E4,L = 1 + O(q) ∈ J4,L,1
and E6,L = 1+O(q) ∈ J6,L,1. We can assume that they are invariant with respect to O(L).
Then their additive lifts denoted by E4,L and E6,L are modular forms of weights 4 and 6 for
O+(M), respectively.
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3.1. The A1 case. We consider the cases of 2U ⊕ A1(−n) for n = 2, 3, 4. We know from [EZ85]
that the bigraded ring of weak Jacobi forms of even weight and integral index for A1 is freely
generated over the ring M∗(SL2(Z)) of SL2(Z)-modular forms by two forms of index 1 and weights
−2 and 0. We fix the following model of A1
A1 = 〈Z · e, e
2 = 2〉, z = ze, z ∈ C, ζ = e2πiz .
Under this coordinate, the above generators have the Fourier expansions:
φ0,1 = ζ + ζ
−1 + 10 ∈ Jw0,1,
φ−2,1 = φ
2
−1, 1
2
= ζ + ζ−1 − 2 ∈ Jw−2,1, φ−1, 1
2
=
ϑ(τ, z)
η3(τ)
.
We also need three weak Jacobi forms of weight 0 which are the generators of the ring of weak
Jacobi forms of weight 0 and integral index with integral Fourier coefficients (see [GW18, §3.1]).
φ0,2 = ζ + ζ
−1 + 4 ∈ Jw0,2,
φ0,3 = ζ + ζ
−1 + 2 ∈ Jw0,3,
φ0,4 = ζ + ζ
−1 + 1 ∈ Jw0,4.
We next construct some modular forms using these basic Jacobi forms. Most of them have been
constructed in [GN98]. But for convenience we repeat their constructions.
3.1.1. The case of n = 2. There are three Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,2) ∈M2(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−2)), χ1). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity one
for v ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −4, and div(v) = 4.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,2) ∈ M11(O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−2)), χ2). Its divisor is the sum of Du and Dv with
multiplicity one , where u ∈ 2U ⊕ A1(−2) primitive, (u, u) = −4 and div(u) = 2, and
v ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −4 and div(v) = 4. The function φ
(1)
0,2 is defined as
φ
(1)
0,2 = φ
2
0,1 − 20φ0,2 = ζ
±2 + 22 +O(q).
(3) Φ12,A1(2) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−2)), χ3). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−2) with (r, r) = −2.
We also construct some additive lifts
Grit(η12φ0,1) ∈M6(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−2)), χ4),
Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
) ∈M2(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−2)), χ5).
These characters can be worked out. But characters are not necessary for us in this paper. Thus
we do not write them explicitly. For the remaining cases, when we say that a modular form has
a character χ, it only means that this form has a non-trivial character. The same symbol χ may
stand for different characters of different groups.
It is easy to check that Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
) vanishes on all divisors of Borch(φ0,2) (see [GN98] or
[GW20]). We then conclude that Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
) = Borch(φ0,2).
Theorem 3.1. Let Γ2,4(A1(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕A1(−2)) generated by reflections asso-
ciated to vectors of types r, u and v above. Let Γ2,4′(A1(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−2))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r and u above.
(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4(A1(2))) is freely generated by E4,A1(2), E6,A1(2), Grit(η
12φ0,1)
and Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
)2. The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,2)Φ12,A1(2) up to a constant.
(23− 3 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4)
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(2) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4′(A1(2))) is freely generated by E4,A1(2), E6,A1(2), Grit(η
12φ0,1)
and Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
). The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,2)Φ12,A1(2)/Borch(φ0,2) up
to a constant. (21− 3 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 2)
Proof. Let Γ0 be the intersection of the kernels of the two characters χ4 and χ5. Then it is a finite
index subgroup of O+(2U ⊕A1(−2)). Moreover, the four forms E4,A1(2), E6,A1(2), Grit(η
12φ0,1) and
Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
) are modular forms for Γ0 with the trivial character, and their leading Fourier-Jacobi
coefficients are respectively the SL2(Z)-Eisenstein series E4, E6, and the Jacobi forms η
12φ0,1,
η6φ−1, 1
2
. Since E4, E6, φ0,1 and φ−1, 1
2
are algebraically independent over C, it follows that the four
additive lifts are also algebraically independent over C. Therefore their Jacobian is not zero and
defines a modular form of weight 21 on Γ0 with the determinant character.
We now show that all reflections associated to vectors of types r and u are contained in Γ0. If
there is a vector r such that σr 6∈ Γ0, then χ4(σr) 6= 1 or χ5(σr) 6= 1. It follows that Grit(η
12φ0,1)
or Grit(η6φ−1, 1
2
) vanishes on Dr. Thus the quotient of Grit(η
12φ0,1) or Grit(η
6φ−1, 1
2
) by Φ12,A1(2)
is holomorphic, which leads to a contradiction. Therefore all reflections associated to vectors of
type r are contained in Γ0. Similarly, we prove that all reflections associated to vectors of type u
are contained in Γ0.
From the above, we see that Borch(φ
(1)
0,2)Φ12,A1(2) is a modular form (with a character) of weight
21 on Γ0 and it vanishes precisely on all mirrors of reflections in Γ0. By comparing the weight and
the divisor, we assert that this modular form equals the Jacobian of the four additive lifts up to a
constant. We then conclude from Theorem 2.5 that the graded algebra M∗(Γ0) is freely generated
by the four additive lifts. Moreover, Γ0 is generated by all reflections whose mirrors are contained
in the divisor of the Jacobian. This implies that Γ0 is equal to Γ2,4′ .
In a similar way, we show that Γ2,4 is the intersection of the kernels of the two characters χ4 and
χ25. Also, we prove that the graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4) is freely generated by the given generators.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.1.2. The case of n = 3. There are three Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,3) ∈M1(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity one
for v ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−3) primitive, (v, v) = −6, and div(v) = 6.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,3) ∈M7(O
+(2U⊕A1(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du and Dv with multiplic-
ity one , where u ∈ 2U⊕A1(−3) primitive, (u, u) = −6 and div(u) = 3, and v ∈ 2U⊕A1(−3)
primitive, (v, v) = −6 and div(v) = 6. The function φ
(1)
0,3 is defined as
φ
(1)
0,3 = φ0,1φ0,2 − 14φ0,3 = ζ
±2 + 14 +O(q).
(3) Φ12,A1(3) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−3) with (r, r) = −2.
We also define some additive lifts
Grit(η8φ0,1) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−3)), χ),
Grit(η4φ−1, 1
2
) ∈M1(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−3)), χ).
We remark that Grit(η4φ−1, 1
2
) = Borch(φ0,3) (see [GN98]).
Similar to Theorem 3.1, we prove the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let Γ2,6(A1(3)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕A1(−3)) generated by reflections asso-
ciated to vectors of types r, u and v above. Let Γ2,6′(A1(3)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−3))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r and u above.
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(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,6(A1(3))) is freely generated by E4,A1(3), E6,A1(3), Grit(η
8φ0,1) and
Grit(η4φ−1, 1
2
)2. The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,3)Φ12,A1(3) up to a constant.
(19− 3 = 4 + 6 + 4 + 2)
(2) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,6′(A1(3))) is freely generated by E4,A1(3), E6,A1(3), Grit(η
8φ0,1)
and Grit(η4φ−1, 1
2
). The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,3)Φ12,A1(3)/Borch(φ0,3) up
to a constant. (18− 3 = 4 + 6 + 4 + 1)
3.1.3. The case of n = 4. Similarly, there are three Borcherds products and two additive lifts:
(1) Borch(φ0,4) ∈M 1
2
(O+(2U ⊕A1(−4)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity one
for v ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−4) primitive, (v, v) = −8, and div(v) = 8.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,4) ∈M5(O
+(2U⊕A1(−4)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du and Dv with multiplic-
ity one , where u ∈ 2U⊕A1(−4) primitive, (u, u) = −8 and div(u) = 4, and v ∈ 2U⊕A1(−4)
primitive, (v, v) = −8 and div(v) = 8. The function φ
(1)
0,4 is defined as
φ
(1)
0,4 = φ0,1φ0,3 − 12φ0,3 = ζ
±2 + 10 +O(q).
(3) Φ12,A1(4) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−4)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A1(−4) with (r, r) = −2.
Grit(η6φ0,1) ∈M3(O
+(2U ⊕A1(−4)), χ),
Grit(η3φ−1, 1
2
) ∈M 1
2
(O+(2U ⊕A1(−4)), χ).
The above Jacobi form η3φ−1, 1
2
= ϑ has weight 12 . But we can still define its additive lift (see
[GN98]). It was proved in [GN98] that Grit(η3φ−1, 1
2
) = Borch(φ0,4).
Theorem 3.3. Let Γ2,8(A1(4)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕A1(−4)) generated by reflections asso-
ciated to vectors of types r, u and v above. Let Γ2,8′(A1(4)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A1(−4))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r and u above.
(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,8(A1(4))) is freely generated by E4,A1(4), E6,A1(4), Grit(η
6φ0,1) and
Grit(η3φ−1, 1
2
)2. The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,4)Φ12,A1(4) up to a constant.
(17− 3 = 4 + 6 + 3 + 1)
(2) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,8′(A1(4))) is freely generated by E4,A1(4), E6,A1(4), Grit(η
6φ0,1)
and Grit(η3φ−1, 1
2
). The Jacobian determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,4)Φ12,A1(4)/Borch(φ0,4) up
to a constant. (332 − 3 = 4 + 6 + 3 +
1
2)
Remark 3.4. In [Aok16], Aoki determined some algebras of Siegel paramodular forms of levels 2,
3, 4. The modular groups in his paper can be realized as some subgroups of O+(2U ⊕A1(−n) for
n = 2, 3, 4, but they are bigger than our reflection groups. Thus Aoki did not get free algebras of
modular forms. It is possible to recover Aoki’s theorems using our results in this subsection.
3.2. The 2A1 case. We consider the case of 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2). The bigraded ring of weak Jacobi
forms invariant under the orthogonal group O(2A1) is freely generated over M∗(SL2(Z)) by three
forms of index one φ0,2A1 , φ−2,2A1 , and φ−4,2A1 . In fact, this type of Jacobi forms is the so-called
Weyl invariant Jacobi forms associated to the root system B2 (see [Wir92] and [WW20, §2]). We
fix the model of 2A1:
2A1 = 〈Ze1 + Ze2, e
2
1 = 2, e
2
2 = 2〉, z = z1e1 + z2e2, ζ1 = e
2πiz1 , ζ2 = e
2πiz2 .
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We construct the generators
φ0,2A1 =
1
12
[φ0,1(τ, z1)φ0,1(τ, z2)− E4(τ)φ−2,1(τ, z1)φ−2,1(τ, z2)]
= ζ±11 + ζ
±1
2 + 8 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,2A1,1,
φ−2,2A1 =
1
2
[φ0,1(τ, z1)φ−2,1(τ, z2) + φ−2,1(τ, z1)φ0,1(τ, z2)]
= (ζ1ζ2)
±1 + (ζ1ζ
−1
2 )
±1 + 4(ζ±11 + ζ
±1
2 )− 20 +O(q) ∈ J
w
−2,2A1,1,
φ−4,2A1 = φ−2,1(τ, z1)φ−2,1(τ, z2)
= (ζ1ζ2)
±1 + (ζ1ζ
−1
2 )
±1 − 2(ζ±11 + ζ
±1
2 ) + 4 +O(q) ∈ J
w
−4,2A1,1.
As polynomial combinations of the three generators over M∗(SL2(Z)), it is easy to construct the
following unique weak Jacobi forms with given Fourier expansions
φ0,2A1(2) = ζ
±1
1 + ζ
±1
2 + 2 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,2A1,2,
φ
(1)
0,2A1(2)
= ζ±21 + ζ
±2
2 + 20 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,2A1,2,
φ
(2)
0,2A1(2)
= (ζ1ζ2)
±1 + (ζ1ζ
−1
2 )
±1 + 8 +O(q) ∈ Jw0,2A1,2.
We have four Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,2A1(2)) ∈M1(O
+(2U ⊕2A1(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity
one for v ∈ 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −4, and div(v) = 4.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,2A1(2)
) ∈ M10(O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du and Dv with
multiplicity one , where u ∈ 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2) primitive, (u, u) = −4 and div(u) = 2, and
v ∈ 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −4 and div(v) = 4.
(3) Borch(φ
(2)
0,2A1(2)
) ∈M4(O
+(2U⊕2A1(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dw with multiplicity
one for w ∈ 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2) primitive, (w,w) = −8, and div(w) = 4.
(4) Φ12,2A1(2) ∈M12(O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕ 2A1(−2) with (r, r) = −2.
We also construct three additive lifts
Grit(η12φ0,2A1) ∈M6(O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−2,2A1) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)), χ),
Grit(ϑ(z1)ϑ(z2)) ∈M1(O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)), χ).
We can prove that Grit(ϑ(z1)ϑ(z2)) = Borch(φ0,2A1(2)) using the argument in [GW20]. This
suggests the following construction
φ0,2A1(2) = −
(ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2))|T
(4)
− (5)
ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2)
.
Theorem 3.5. Let Γ2,4,8(2A1(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ 2A1(−2)) generated by reflections
associated to vectors of types r, u, v and w above. Let Γ2,4′,8(2A1(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕
2A1(−2)) generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r, u and w above.
(1) The algebra M∗(Γ2,4,8(2A1(2))) is freely generated by E4,2A1(2), E6,2A1(2), Grit(η
12φ0,2A1),
Grit(η12φ−2,2A1) and Grit(ϑ(z1)ϑ(z2))
2. The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ
(1)
0,2A1(2)
)Borch(φ
(2)
0,2A1(2)
)Φ12,2A1(2)
up to a constant. (26 − 4 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 2)
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(2) The algebra M∗(Γ2,4′,8(2A1(2))) is freely generated by E4,2A1(2), E6,2A1(2), Grit(η
12φ0,2A1),
Grit(η12φ−2,2A1) and Grit(ϑ(z1)ϑ(z2)). The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ
(1)
0,2A1(2)
)Borch(φ
(2)
0,2A1(2)
)Φ12,2A1(2)/Borch(φ0,2A1(2))
up to a constant. (25 − 3 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 1)
3.3. The A2 case. We consider the cases of 2U ⊕A2(−n) for n = 2, 3. The bigraded ring of weak
Jacobi forms invariant under the Weyl group W (2A1) is freely generated over M∗(SL2(Z)) by three
forms of index one φ0,A2 , φ−2,A2 , and φ−3,A2 (see [Wir92] and [WW20, §2]). The three unique
generators (up to scale) were first constructed in [Ber99]. We fix the standard model of A2:
A2 = 〈Zb1 + Zb2, b
2
1 = b
2
2 = 2, (b1, b2) = −1〉, z = z1b1 + z2b2, ζj = e
2πizj , j = 1, 2.
For convenience, we set
P1 = ζ
−1
1 + ζ1ζ
−1
2 + ζ2,
P2 = ζ
−1
2 + ζ2ζ
−1
1 + ζ1,
Q = ζ21ζ
−1
2 + ζ
2
2ζ
−1
1 + ζ1ζ2 + ζ
−2
1 ζ2 + ζ
−2
2 ζ1 + ζ
−1
1 ζ
−1
2 .
The three generators have the following Fourier expansions:
φ0,A2 = P1 + P2 + 18 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,A2,1,
φ−2,A2 = P1 + P2 − 6 +O(q) ∈ J
w
−2,A2,1,
φ−3,A2 = P1 − P3 +O(q) ∈ J
w
−3,A2,1.
The group O(A2) is generated by W (A2) and the operator z 7→ −z. The forms φ0,A2 and φ−2,A2
are O(A2)-invariant. The form φ−3,A2 is anti-invariant with respect to the operator z 7→ −z.
We can construct the following unique weak Jacobi forms with given Fourier expansions in terms
of the above generators:
φ0,A2(2) = P1 + P2 + 6 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,A2,2,
φ
(1)
0,A2(2)
= Q+ 30 +O(q) ∈ Jw0,A2,2,
φ0,A2(3) = P1 + P2 + 2 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,A2,3,
φ
(1)
0,A2(3)
= Q+ 18 +O(q) ∈ Jw0,A2,3.
3.3.1. The case of n = 2. There are three Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,A2(2)) ∈ M3(O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity
one for v ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −12, and div(v) = 6.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(2)
) ∈M15(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du with multiplicity
one for u ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−2) primitive, (u, u) = −4, and div(u) = 2.
(3) Φ12,A2(2) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−2) with (r, r) = −2.
We also have three additive lifts
Grit(η12φ0,A2) ∈M6(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−2,A2) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−3,A2) ∈M3(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−2)), χ).
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We remark that Grit(η12φ−3,A2) = Borch(φ0,A2(2)) and we can also construct φ0,A2(2) as
φ0,A2(2) = −
(η3(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z1 − z2)ϑ(τ, z2))|T
(2)
− (3)
η3(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z1 − z2)ϑ(τ, z2)
.
Theorem 3.6. Let Γ2,4(A2(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−2)) generated by reflections as-
sociated to vectors of types r and u above. Let Γ2,4,12(A2(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕A2(−2))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r, u, and v above.
(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4(A2(2))) is freely generated by E4,A2(2), E6,A2(2), Grit(η
12φ0,A2),
Grit(η12φ−2,A2), and Grit(η
12φ−3,A2). The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(2)
)Φ12,A2(2) up to a constant. (27− 4 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 3)
(2) The graded algebraM∗(Γ2,4,12(A2(2))) is freely generated by E4,A2(2), E6,A2(2), Grit(η
12φ0,A2),
Grit(η12φ−2,A2), and Grit(η
12φ−3,A2)
2. The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ0,A2(2))Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(2)
)Φ12,A2(2) up to a constant. (30 − 4 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 6)
3.3.2. The case of n = 3. We need three Borcherds products and three additive lifts:
(1) Borch(φ0,A2(3)) ∈ M1(O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity
one for v ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−3) primitive, (v, v) = −18, and div(v) = 9.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(3)
) ∈ M9(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du with multiplicity
one for u ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−3) primitive, (u, u) = −6, and div(u) = 3.
(3) Φ12,A2(3) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−3)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A2(−3) with (r, r) = −2.
Grit(η8φ0,A2) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−3)), χ),
Grit(η8φ−2,A2) ∈M2(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−3)), χ),
Grit(η8φ−3,A2) ∈M1(O
+(2U ⊕A2(−3)), χ).
We remark that Grit(η8φ−3,A2) = Borch(φ0,A2(3)) and Grit(ΘA2(3)) = Borch(φ0,A2(3)), where
ΘA2(3) = η
15(τ)ϑ(τ, z1 + z2)ϑ(τ, 2z2 − z1)ϑ(τ, 2z1 − z2) ∈ J9,A2,3.
The following identities hold
φ0,A2(3) = −
(η−1(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z1 − z2)ϑ(τ, z2))|T
(3)
− (4)
η−1(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z1 − z2)ϑ(τ, z2)
, φ
(1)
0,A2(3)
= −
ΘA2(3)|T
(1)
− (2)
ΘA2(3)
.
Theorem 3.7. Let Γ2,6(A2(3)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A2(−3)) generated by reflections as-
sociated to vectors of types r and u above. Let Γ2,6,18(A2(3)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕A2(−3))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r u,and v above.
(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,6(A2(3))) is freely generated by E4,A2(3), E6,A2(3), Grit(η
8φ0,A2),
Grit(η8φ−2,A2), and Grit(η
8φ−3,A2). The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(3)
)Φ12,A2(3) up to a constant. (21− 4 = 4 + 6 + 4 + 2 + 1)
(2) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,6,18(A2(3))) is freely generated by E4,A2(3), E6,A2(3), Grit(η
8φ0,A2),
Grit(η8φ−2,A2), and Grit(η
8φ−3,A2)
2. The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ0,A2(3))Borch(φ
(1)
0,A2(3)
)Φ12,A2(3) up to a constant. (22 − 4 = 4 + 6 + 4 + 2 + 2)
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3.4. The A3 case. We study the case of 2U ⊕A3(−2). It is clear that A3 is isomorphic to D3. We
use the following model of D3 ∼= A3:
D3 = {x ∈ Z
3 : x1 + x2 + x3 ≡ 0mod 2}, z = (z1, z2, z3) ∈ C
3, ζj = e
2πizj , j = 1, 2, 3.
The bigraded ring of weak Jacobi forms invariant under the Weyl group W (A3) is freely generated
over M∗(SL2(Z)) by four forms of index one φ0,A3 , φ−2,A3 , φ−3,A3 and φ−4,A3 (see [Wir92] and
[WW20, §2]). The four generators were first constructed in [Ber99] and they have the following
Fourier expansions
φ0,A3 = [1, 0, 0] + 18 +O(q) ∈ J0,A3,1,
φ−2,A3 = 2[
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 + 2[
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 + [1, 0, 0] − 22 +O(q) ∈ J−2,A3,1,
φ−3,A3 = [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 − [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 +O(q) ∈ J−3,A3,1,
φ−4,A3 = [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 + [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 − [1, 0, 0] − 2 +O(q) ∈ J−4,A3,1,
where [1, 0, 0] =
∑3
j=1 ζ
±1
j , and [
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ]0 (resp. [
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ]1) is the sum of terms of the form ζ
± 1
2
1 ζ
± 1
2
2 ζ
± 1
2
3
with even (resp. odd) number of −12 .
The group O(A3) is generated by W (A3) and the operator z 7→ −z. The forms of even weight are
O(A3)-invariant. The forms of odd weight are anti-invariant with respect to the operator z 7→ −z.
We can construct the following unique weak Jacobi forms with given Fourier expansions in terms
of the above generators:
φ0,A3(2) = [1, 0, 0] + 6 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,A3,2,
φ
(1)
0,A3(2)
=
∑
1≤i<j≤3
ζ±1i ζ
±1
j + 36 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,A3,2.
There are three reflective Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,A3(2)) ∈ M3(O
+(2U ⊕ A3(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv with multiplicity
one for v ∈ 2U ⊕A3(−2) primitive, (v, v) = −8, and div(v) = 4.
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,A3(2)
) ∈M18(O
+(2U ⊕A3(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du with multiplicity
one for u ∈ 2U ⊕A3(−2) primitive, (u, u) = −4, and div(u) = 2.
(3) Φ12,A3(2) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ A3(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕A3(−2) with (r, r) = −2.
There are also four additive lifts:
Grit(η12φ0,A3) ∈M6(O
+(2U ⊕A3(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−2,A3) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕A3(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−3,A3) ∈M3(O
+(2U ⊕A3(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−4,A3) ∈M2(O
+(2U ⊕A3(−2)), χ).
We remark that Grit(η12φ−3,A3) = Borch(φ0,A3(2)) and
φ0,A3(2) = −
(η3(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2)ϑ(τ, z3))|T
(2)
− (3)
η3(τ)ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2)ϑ(τ, z3)
.
Theorem 3.8. Let Γ2,4(A3(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A3(−2)) generated by reflections as-
sociated to vectors of types r and u above. Let Γ2,4,8(A3(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕ A3(−2))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r, u, and v above.
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(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4(A3(2))) is freely generated by E4,A3(2), E6,A3(2), Grit(η
12φ0,A3),
Grit(η12φ−2,A3), Grit(η
12φ−3,A3), and Grit(η
12φ−4,A3). The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ
(1)
0,A3(2)
)Φ12,A3(2) up to a constant. (30− 5 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 3 + 2)
(2) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4,8(A3(2))) is freely generated by E4,A3(2), E6,A3(2), Grit(η
12φ0,A3),
Grit(η12φ−2,A3), Grit(η
12φ−3,A3)
2, and Grit(η12φ−4,A3). The Jacobian determinant equals
Borch(φ0,A3(2))Borch(φ
(1)
0,A3(2)
)Φ12,A3(2) up to a constant. (33 − 5 = 4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 6 + 2)
3.5. The D4 case. We consider the case of 2U ⊕D4(−2). Similar to the case of D3 ∼= A3, we use
the following model of D4:
D4 = {x ∈ Z
4 : x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 ≡ 0mod 2}, z = (z1, z2, z3, z4) ∈ C
4, ζj = e
2πizj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The bigraded ring of weak Jacobi forms invariant under the Weyl group W (D4) is freely generated
over M∗(SL2(Z)) by five forms φ0,D4 , φ−2,D4 , φ−4,D4 , ψ0,D4 , and φ−6,D4,2 (see [Wir92] and [WW20,
§2]). The five generators were constructed in [AG19] and we can choose the generators of index
one with the following Fourier expansions:
φ0,D4 = [1, 0, 0, 0] + 16 +O(q) ∈ J0,D4,1,
φ−2,D4 = [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 + [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 + [1, 0, 0, 0] − 24 +O(q) ∈ J−2,D4,1,
φ−4,D4 = [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 + [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 − 2[1, 0, 0, 0] +O(q) ∈ J−4,D4,1,
ψ−4,D4 = [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]0 − [
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
,
1
2
]1 +O(q) ∈ J−4,D4,1,
where [1, 0, 0, 0] =
∑4
j=1 ζ
±1
j , and [
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ]0 (resp. [
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ]1) is the sum of terms of the form
ζ
± 1
2
1 ζ
± 1
2
2 ζ
± 1
2
3 ζ
± 1
2
4 with even (resp. odd) number of −
1
2 .
The generators of type φ are invariant with respect to the operator z1 7→ −z1 but the generator
ψ−4,D4 is anti-invariant. Moreover, φ−2,D4 is invariant under O(D4). We can choose φ−6,D4,2 as
the generator of Weyl invariant Jacobi forms associated to root system F4 (see [Wir92]). Thus we
can assume that φ−6,D4,2 is invariant under O(D4).
We have the following unique weak Jacobi forms with given Fourier expansions, which can be
constructed in terms of the above generators.
φ0,D4(2) = [1, 0, 0, 0] + 4 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,D4,2,
φ
(1)
0,D4(2)
=
∑
1≤i<j≤4
ζ±1i ζ
±1
j + 48 +O(q) ∈ J
w
0,D4,2.
We need the following three reflective Borcherds products:
(1) Borch(φ0,D4(2)) ∈M2(Γ1, χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dv1 with multiplicity one for vectors
v1 ∈ 2U⊕D4(−2) primitive, (v1, v1) = −8, div(v1) = 4, and
v1
4 −(
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ) ∈ 2U⊕D4(−2).
(2) Borch(φ
(1)
0,D4(2)
) ∈M24(O
+(2U ⊕D4(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Du with multiplicity
one for u ∈ 2U ⊕D4(−2) primitive, (u, u) = −4, and div(u) = 2.
(3) Φ12,D4(2) ∈ M12(O
+(2U ⊕ D4(−2)), χ). Its divisor is the sum of Dr with multiplicity one
for r ∈ 2U ⊕D4(−2) with (r, r) = −2.
We define Γ1 as the subgroup generated by O˜
+
(2U⊕D4(−2)), W (D4) and the reflections associated
to vectors of type v1. The Weyl group W (C4) of the root system C4 is generated by W (D4) and
the operator z1 7→ −z1. It is obvious that Γ1 is generated by O˜
+
(2U ⊕D4(−2)) and W (C4). If the
13
input is invariant up to a character with respect to W (C4), then the additive lift is a modular form
for Γ1. Thus we have the following additive lifts:
Grit(η12φ0,D4) ∈M6(Γ1, χ),
Grit(η12φ−2,D4) ∈M4(O
+(2U ⊕D4(−2)), χ),
Grit(η12φ−4,D4) ∈M2(Γ1, χ),
Grit(η12ψ−4,D4) ∈M2(Γ1, χ),
Grit(η24φ−6,D4,2) ∈M6(O
+(2U ⊕D4(−2)), χ).
We remark that Grit(η12ψ−4,D4) = Borch(φ0,D4(2)) and
φ0,D4(2) = −
(ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2)ϑ(τ, z3)ϑ(τ, z4))|T
(2)
− (3)
ϑ(τ, z1)ϑ(τ, z2)ϑ(τ, z3)ϑ(τ, z4)
.
Theorem 3.9. Let Γ2,4(D4(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕D4(−2)) generated by reflections as-
sociated to vectors of types r and u above. Let Γ2,4,8′(D4(2)) be the subgroup of O
+(2U ⊕D4(−2))
generated by reflections associated to vectors of types r, u, and v1 above.
(1) The graded algebra M∗(Γ2,4(D4(2))) is freely generated by E4,D4(2), E6,D4(2), Grit(η
12φ0,D4),
Grit(η12φ−2,D4), Grit(η
12φ−4,D4), Grit(η
12ψ−4,D4), and Grit(η
24φ−6,D4,2). The Jacobian
determinant equals Borch(φ
(1)
0,D4(2)
)Φ12,D4(2) up to a constant. (36−6 = 4+6+6+4+2+2+6)
(2) The graded algebraM∗(Γ2,4,8′(D4(2))) is freely generated by E4,D4(2), E6,D4(2), Grit(η
12φ0,D4),
Grit(η12φ−2,D4), Grit(η
12φ−4,D4), Grit(η
12ψ−4,D4)
2, and Grit(η24φ−6,D4,2). The Jacobian
determinant equals Borch(φ0,D4(2))Borch(φ
(1)
0,D4(2)
)Φ12,D4(2) up to a constant. (38 − 6 =
4 + 6 + 6 + 4 + 4 + 2 + 6)
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